The recent paper by Wang et al. [2010] is noteworthy in that it constitutes the first detailed anatomical evidence bearing on an influential proposal made by Karten over 40 years ago [Karten, 1969; Karten and Shimizu, 1989; Karten, 1991; Shimizu and Karten, 1991; Karten, 1997] regarding the organization and phylogeny of the avian telencephalon. In essence, that proposal suggested that large parts of the avian pallial telencephalon, namely the sagittal elevation (Wulst) and the dorsal ventricular ridge (DVR), are made up of collections of what are apparently non-laminated clusters of neurons that, nevertheless, correspond in their function and connections with identifiable populations of neocortical neurons in mammals; the defining characteristics of neocortex, of course, being the presence of six neuronal layers possessing a radial organization of functional columns, dependent on their specific interlaminar connectivity. Birds and reptiles do not possess a neocortex in this sense, i.e. nowhere in the sauropsid pallium is there evidence of a hexalaminated structure comparable with the neocortex of mammals, although the Wulst and some parts of the DVR are clearly layered in the sense that there are stacked bands of neurons (although considerably wider than neocortical layers) having characteristic size, morphology, packing density and gene expression, for example, and are separated from each other by narrower, fibrous bands. In addition, some of these ‘layers’ in the avian Wulst and anterior DVR can be subdivided into narrower bands of cells that receive sensory-specific thalamic afferents. We emphasize this latter point because it was Karten’s pioneering work on the telencephalic projections of specific auditory and visual thalamic nuclei [Karten, 1968; Karten and Hodos, 1970] that underlies the data presented by Wang et al. [2010] on the layering and interlaminar connectivity of the auditory field L complex and associated structures in chicks. Some of this layering in the field L complex in chicks had already been noted and functionally explored electrophysiologically and with 2-deoxyglucose in the 1980s and 1990s [Scheich, 1983; Heil and Scheich, 1985, 1991, 1992], with the important finding being that frequency-specific bands of activity could be demonstrated perpendicular to and across all the layers of the auditory nidopallium and adjacent mesopallium. Anatomical tracing studies in guinea fowl and pigeon defined some of the interconnections between the thalamocortical layer of the field L complex (L2) and the adjacent layers L1 and L3, with further connections to and from the caudomedial mesopallium (CM) and projections to the dorsal nidopallium [Bonke et al., 1979; Wild et al., 1993]. Further morphological and tracing studies extended these findings to define a complicated set of auditory interconnections in a vocal-learning species dependent on auditory feedback [zebra finch: Yates et al., 1996]. Thus, considerable evidence has accumulated over the past 40 years (a) that field L in birds receives a specific, direct, tonotopically inverted projection from the nucleus ovoidalis (Ov) of the dorsal thalamus; (b) that the major recipient of the Ov projection is a specific, small-celled layer of field L called L2; (c) that L2 projects to the adjacent laminae L1 and L3 and receives input from the overlying caudomedial mesopallium (CM); (d) that there are reciprocal connections of L1 and L3 with CM and with other parts of the mesopallium and arcopallium, as defined variably in different species, and (e) that frequency-specific bands extend perpendicular to and across all the field L and adjacent mesopallial laminae.

Two crucial points to note in this summary of the organization of the avian auditory nido- and mesopallium are (a) that Ov is not simply homologous to the medial geniculata body (MG) of mammals, but specifically and only to the ventral nucleus of MG (MGv), which receives its ascending auditory inputs from the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus [Karten, 1967, 1968], and (b) that the Ov-recipient part of the field L complex is not homologous to auditory neocortex, but only to neurons in the MGv-recipient layer of auditory neocortex, namely layer IV.
The first point is important because projection targets of MG also include the amygdala [LeDoux et al., 1985, 1990], and parts of the mammalian amygdala are considered homologous to parts of the avian arcopallium. These facts have been used to bolster a competing hypothesis of the evolution of the avian pallium, namely the Claustroamygdalar Hypothesis, which, in contrast to the Neocortex Hypothesis [Butler et al., 2010, publication in preparation], regards the avian DVR as exclusively homologous to thalamorecipient parts of the mammalian pallial amygdala [Bruce and Neary, 1995; Bruce, 2006] and/or the endopiriform nucleus and claustrum [Pu-ellès, 2001; Medina et al., 2004; Striedter, 2005; Abellaán et al., 2009]. But the avian OV does not project to the arcopallium [Wild et al., 1993], and the part of the mammalian MG that projects to the amygdala is the medial or magnocellular nucleus of the MG, and not the ventral nucleus (MGv) that targets auditory neocortex [LeDoux et al., 1985, 1990].

The second point is crucial in light of Karten’s hypothesis of ‘cellular homology’ or cortical equivalent neurons, i.e. that specific groups of neurons in the sauropod DVR are homologous not to regions or areas of mammalian cortex but to neurons making up specific layers of neocortex. This hypothesis implies that, in addition to there being a postulated thalamorecipient lamina IV-like group of neurons in sensory regions of the avian DVR (visual and somatosensory as well as auditory), there are (or may be) groups of neurons equivalent to (homologous with) neurons making up other layers of neocortex, e.g. laminae II and III, with which the layer IV-like group of neurons are connected. Hence L1 and CM may be compared in some way with layers I–III of the mammalian neocortex [Wang et al., 2010: fig. 4]. However, groups of neurons considered equivalent to those in lamina V and VI of mammalian neocortex, which have projections to extratelencephalic targets, are found neither adjacent to, nor in the same part of the pallium as, the sensory thalamorecipient layer (i.e. they are not found in the anterior DVR), but rather in the arcopallium [Zeier and Karten, 1971]. Interestingly, this is not the case for the other major part of the avian dorsal pallium, the Wulst, where neurons with extratelencephalic targets lie within a layer that is adjacent to the thalamorecipient layer, as in mammalian neocortex, although in birds these two layers are not strictly separate [Wild, 1987; Wild and Williams, 2000].

To return to the work of Wang et al. [2010], it becomes clear that what was missing from previous attempts to compare the avian and mammalian auditory cortices was the demonstration of a columnar organization perpendicular to the layers, with interlaminar connections mediating the flow of information within (rather than between) columns to provide for functional units, such as define the auditory and other sensory neocortices of mammals. Wang et al. [2010] have now provided the best evidence so far of such a columnar organization in the avian brain by (a) identifying sublaminae of the previously defined layers (of L1 and CM, for instance); (b) demonstrating the morphology of specific cell classes within layers (e.g. the small granule cells of L2) and different cell types between layers, and (c) by making small extracellular injections of tracer into individual layers combined with intracellular injections, all in brain slices, to identify interlaminar connections, cell morphology, and dendritic and axonal processes.

Wang et al. [2010] summarize their findings by saying, ‘Radially oriented intrinsic connections suggest that the functional unit of the avian field L/CM complex is composed not of individual nuclei, but rather of columnar modules with interconnections across laminated layers’ [p 12680], and ‘These findings indicate that laminar and columnar properties of the neocortex are not unique to mammals and may have evolved from cells and circuits found in more ancient vertebrates’ [p 12676]. Since birds may be considered modern flying reptiles, substantiation of their latter assertion entails performing similar experiments in the brains of other reptiles, e.g. crocodiles, lizards or turtles. Because these creatures have sensory thalamic projections to their DVR that are similar to those here outlined for the DVR of birds, there may be hope of finding similar columnar and laminar organizations of sensory-specific regions in the DVR of these reptiles as well.

It may also be expected that what has been found in the field L/CM complex of chicks by Wang et al. [2010] may be found in other sensory regions of the avian DVR, e.g. the visual entopallium. This structure, which has been likened to layer IV of the mammalian extrastriate neocortex [Shimizu and Karten, 1991], contains at least two structural divisions that can be defined on the basis of a variety of criteria, including differential afferent and efferent projections [Benowitz and Karten, 1976; Husband and Shimizu, 1999; Krützfeldt and Wild, 2004, 2005]. On further investigation it may turn out that these two divisions of the entopallium actually contain additional subdivisions, thereby increasing the resemblance to a laminar-type organization – a resemblance that is accentuated by the presence of a narrow perientopallial belt that flanks the external division (layer?) of the entopallium. Moreover, the various types of entopallial neurons may be interconnected in a way that resembles intracortical connections in their interlaminar specificity, as postulated by Wang et al. [2010] for the chick field L/CM complex. A similar comparison can be made for the organization of the trigeminal somatosensory complex comprising the nucleus basorostralis and adjacent nidopallium [Veenman and Gottschaldt, 1986; Dubbeldam and Visser, 1987].

Whether the evidence of a laminated and columnar auditory cortex in birds presented by Wang et al. [2010] will persuade the reader that the Neocortex Hypothesis is now preferable to the Claustroamygdalar Hypothesis with respect to the provenance and structure of the avian telencephalon, remains to be seen. The issues are extremely complex and it behooves the reader to weigh the evidence for himself or herself [Striedter, 2005; Butler et al., in press]. Also, there are still problems with the Neocortex Hypothesis that have not been resolved. The absence of lamina V- and VI-like neurons from the postulated laminae and columns proposed by Wang et al. [2010] has been noted above, and it remains a curious fact that nowhere in the avian anterior DVR are there any neurons that project out of the telencephalon (at least, none have thus far been found). Therefore, for any auditory or other sensory column to pass on whatever information is processed within the column to an extratelencephalic target, it must first make contact with the arcopallium, either directly, e.g. from L1 and L3, or indirectly, e.g. via the dorsal nidopallium [Wild et al., 1993; Vates et al., 1996]. (But whether this sequence of information flow must necessarily hold is now questionable – see below.) Karten has long suggested that large groups of neurons in certain specific parts of the intermediate arcopallium are ho-
mologous with those in laminae V and VI of mammalian neocortex, because they have descending projections to the thalamus, optic tectum, brainstem and (upper) spinal cord that closely resemble those in mammals [Zeier and Karten, 1971; Wild et al., 1993; Dubbeldam et al., 1997; Mello et al., 1998].

However, the neocortical equivalent neuron hypothesis originally promulgated by Karten for the sensory-specific regions of the avian anterior DVR never explicitly considered another large population of mammalian neocortical neurons, namely those in lamina V that send their projections from all regions of the cerebral cortex to subpallial targets within the telencephalon, namely the striatum [McGeorge and Faull, 1989]. Previously, projections from sensory-specific regions of the avian DVR to the striatum were thought not to exist [Veenman et al., 1995], but this has proven to be incorrect [Dubbeldam and Visser, 1987; Yates et al., 1996; Alpar and Tömöl, 2000; Krützfeldt and Wild, 2004, 2005; unpubl. observations]. Such 'cortico-striate' neurons do not figure in the laminar schema of Wang et al. [2010] and their presence challenges the idea that neurons in field L2 or the entopallium in birds correspond only to lamina IV neurons of auditory or extrastriate visual cortex, respectively, because although lamina IV of mammalian neocortex may contain more than one kind of neuron, none of them is known to project to the striatum. Thus, the specific, single lamina form of the cortical equivalent neuron idea was/is too simple. None of the three sensory fields – field L2, entopallium or basorostalis – can any longer be considered equivalent only to lamina IV-like neurons of the mammalian neocortices of respective auditory, visual and trigeminal somatosensory systems, for they each possess populations of neurons that project to the striatum, in addition to the mesopallium and other intratelencephalic targets previously described [Wild et al., 1985; Dubbeldam and Visser, 1987; Husband and Shimizu, 1999; Alpar and Tömöl, 2000; Krützfeldt and Wild, 2004, 2005]. The projections to the striatum, of course, ensure that the sensory-specific regions of the DVR have access to a source of extratelencephalic outflow in addition to that from the arcopallium.

It is clear, therefore, that the laminae and interlaminar circuitry within the sensory-specific regions of the avian anterior DVR do not correspond exactly to those in mammalian neocortex, and perhaps that should not surprise us. Nevertheless, the unraveling of the anatomical details, as shown by Wang et al. [2010], is a prerequisite both to a better understanding of sensory processing in the avian brain and to a more informed comparison of avian and mammalian telencephala within an evolutionary context.
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